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Rescue Company Operations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the 

requirements of OG 4.1 Driver/Operator Training, the following are required during the 
in-station training.  This manual should also be used in addition to the prescribed formal 
training in qualifying firefighters to respond to rescue incidents. 
 

Rescue Company Duties 
 
The duties of the Rescue are broad and varied.  The overall function of the company is 
based on the team concept.  During fire responses the company is assembled into 
truck company teams (Inside and Outside teams).  They may act as a truck company or 
be assigned FAST company duties.  The Rescue may also be called upon for use of 
specialized tools, lighting and or meters carried on the apparatus.  During rescue 
incidents the team concept should also be used with the officer designating “inside” 
(patient contact) and “outside” (rescue support) roles.  Since the operations of the 
Rescue Company can be so varied, the proficient rescue firefighter will understand all 
of the characteristics and capabilities of the tools and equipment carried and be able to 
correctly utilize them on any given incident.   A standard operational philosophy for 
rescue work is also required for safe operations.   
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Rescue Scene Operations 

 
The following “phases of rescue” are adopted from Vehicle Extrication Technician 
training, but with some thought and simple modification can fit almost any rescue 
application: 

1) Size up and hazard control 
2) Access to patient for EMS 
3) Patient assessment and immediate medical care 
4) Disentanglement 
5) Patient packaging and treatment 
6) Removal and treatment 
7) Post rescue/equipment servicing 
Suggested Team Assignments 

Position Fire FAST MVA Haz Mat Water 

Rescue 

Rope Rescue 

Officer Inside Team (IT) 
Leader 
Radio / TIC 

Inside Team 
Leader 
(Search 
Rope, TIC) 

Rescue 
Officer 
Radio / 
Light 

Team Leader 
 

Rescue 
Officer 

Rescue Officer  

Driver Outside Team 
(OT) Leader 

Outside 
Team  / 
Accountability 

Power / 
Tools 

Accountability / 
Equipment 

Accountability 
/ Equipment 

Accountability / 
Equipment 

Seat 1 IT - Force Entry / 
Search 
Irons / Hydra 
Ram 

Search – FE 
tools 

Initial 
Access Kit 
/ Patient 
Contact 

Entry  - 
Monitoring 

Entry – Ice 
suit or PFD 

Entry - Class III 
harness/ TR 
helmet 
Rig main line 

Seat 2 OT - Outside 
Vent 
Irons / Hook / 
Roof Ladder 

Outside – 
Ladders / 
Saw 

Stabilize / 
Tools 

Back up / 
Decon 

Shore line / 
Chief Tender 

Rig safety line / 
Operate belay 

Seat 3 IT - Hook / Can Search – 
Emergency 
SCBA 

Stabilize / 
Tools 

Entry  Entry – Ice 
suit or PFD 

Entry - Class III 
harness/ TR 
helmet – LSP 
Halfback and 
Equipment Bag 

Seat 4 OT – Roof 
Hook / Saw / 
Roof Rope 

Outside – 
Ladders 
Haulfast / 
Roof Rope 

Tool 
Operator 

Back up / 
Decon 

Shoreline 
Tender 

Haul System 

Seat 5 Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 
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Seat 6 Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Seat 7 Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

Extra –As 
assigned 

 

Size Up 
The rescue scene is extremely dynamic and may present a wide array of hazards from 
moving traffic to moving water or unstable loads, buildings or excavations.  Scene size 
up and rescuer safety are the top priority of the IC and all personnel.   
We need to determine the scope of the rescue.  The scope refers to the physical 
dimensions of the scene, the number of victims and locations involved.  The scope of 
the rescue also involves the circumstances of the victims, such as trapped in a car, fell 
through ice, arm caught in machine, etc...  The IC compares the size up information to 
his available resources and decides whether he needs help.  Dispatch of a second 
rescue company when confronted with multiple victims or multiple locations with single 
victims is generally advised. 

 

Safety Zones 
Control zones should quickly be established to limit access only to properly trained and 
attired rescuers.  A minimum of 10' hot zone in all directions from the rescue scene or 
edge of the hazard zone such as water is required for operation of the primary rescuers. 
 This area is limited to personnel immediately working on the rescue problem and 
properly attired. 
 
The warm zone will contain equipment, apparatus and personnel immediately 
supporting the rescue. 
 
The cold zone will contain the incident command post and staged apparatus and 
personnel. 
 
Clearly marking zones using cones or banner tape is beneficial, particularly on longer 
term incidents. 
 

Highway Safety 
Scenes adjacent to moving traffic require special safety precautions.  Personnel will 
wear high visibility vests when working in the street unless they are using SCBA. 
The use of cones, warning lights, traffic direction arrows and blocking apparatus should 
always be coordinated with Police to create a safe work zone.  Where possible the 
Rescue apparatus should park downstream in a safe zone created by Engine 
Companies.  All personnel should be aware of active and closed lanes and a spotter 
used to watch and warn rescuers about hazardous traffic. 
 

Hazard Control 
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Most rescues require some sort of hazard control.  Vehicle accidents require stabilizing 
to prevent rolling or rocking movement, securing the 12 VDC batteries to prevent fire 
from compromised electrical systems and to prevent Supplemental Restraint System 
activation and checking for and controlling fuel spills.  Hybrid vehicles may require 
additional measures, however at a minimum the 12 volt power supply will be 
disconnected as practical. 
 

Machinery, confined space or elevator rescue may require Lock Out / Tag (LOTO) 
procedures to secure electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and other power sources.   
 
When operating power supplies such as breakers or disconnects or isolating other 
energy sources by valve, etc, for the immediate protection of firefighters, the Rescue 
Officer should attempt to have a responsible party ensure the correct components are 
operated if it is not immediately apparent.  The LOTO Kit contains components to affix 
controls which will prevent inadvertent operation of locked out equipment.  When these 
controls are applied and secured with a pad lock the keys and a description of locked 
out components will be provided to Command. 
  
Incidents with compromised utilities or involving hazardous materials will require basic 
air monitoring and possibly ventilation or covering of flammable liquids with a foam 
blanket.  Basic control of utilities by turning off gas meters, closing water supply lines 
and opening circuit breakers are interim methods of utility control that can be taken if 
safe to do so before the arrival of the utility company. 
 
Engine Companies should be utilized to provide fire suppression by standing by with a 
Dry Chemical type fire extinguisher and charged hand line whenever a fire is possible. 
 
Hazard control encompasses removal or control of all factors which could do further 
injury to the victim or injure rescuers. 
 

Rescue Specific PPE 
The following rescue specific PPE is available for use at the direction of the Rescue 
Officer based on recognized hazards: 

 Rescue gloves 

 Safety glasses 

 Goggles  

 Head lights 

 Rescue helmets 

 Class II and III Rescue Harnesses 

 Personal flotation devices (PFD) 

 Water rescue work suits 
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 Ice rescue dry suits  

 Ice soles 

 EMS gloves and respiratory protection 

 Chemical Protective Clothing 

 SOG Personal PPE Kits 
 

Patient Care 
A medically qualified firefighter should be assigned to patient care.  This may be direct 
patient care or assisting EMS personnel.  If necessary equip ALS or BLS personnel for 
safety and access.  Patient care for the trapped victim is limited in many cases to the 
ABCs and C-spine stabilization, an additional value to this position is the ability to 
communicate with the victim about what is happening, communicate with the outside 
team and keep the victim calm.   
 

Rescue Company Basic Monitoring and Detection Devices 

 

Air Monitoring with Multi Gas Meters 
 
Air monitoring is a basic task implemented on many emergency responses.  Incidents 
such as gas leaks, carbon monoxide detector activations or carbon monoxide 
emergencies, flammable liquid spills, hazardous materials incidents and post fire safety 
assessment all require the use of air monitoring devices.  As a general rule a second 
meter or multiple meters should always be prepared for use. 
 
We use several instruments, all by Industrial Scientific.  Members should become 
familiar with the particular operation of each.  Each monitors for the following gases: 
 
O2 - Oxygen 
Normal concentration in atmosphere is approximately 20.9%.  Below 19.5% is 
considered immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) and requires mandatory 
SCBA use. 
 
CO - Carbon Monoxide 
Normal concentration in atmosphere is 0 parts per million (PPM) although air quality 
standards allow up to 9 ppm.  Requires action at 50 ppm and mandatory SCBA use.. 
 
H2S - Hydrogen Sulfide 
Normal concentration in atmosphere is 0 PPM.  Common gas found in sewers and 
excavations.  Rotten egg odor.  Requires action at 10 PPM and mandatory SCBA use. 
 
LEL - Flammable Gases Lower Explosive Limit. 
The meter reads from 0 to 100% of the lower explosive limit only.  Requires action 
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when 10% of LEL is achieved.  Personnel should not work in atmospheres with an LEL 
of >  10%.  Fire suppression preparation, ignition source elimination and control, 
ventilation and continued monitoring should be immediately put in place. 

 

General Air Monitoring Guidelines 
 
Try to select the correct meter and have it running on arrival if needed. 
 
If started on scene, stay away from smoke or apparatus exhaust. 
 
Some of the units have a sampling pump.  If required this should be attached and 
started.  Additional sampling time is required when using a pump and various lengths of 
hose.  This can be up to 30 seconds per foot. 
 
Ensure the unit is operating properly and is zeroed before entry. 
 
Monitor the display constantly when sampling.  Look for slight changes in readings.  
Stop and allow the monitor to stabilize and attempt to determine if a localized condition 
exists. 
 
Monitor all areas possibly affected.  Vary the sampling height to possibly account for 
gases heavier or lighter than air. 
 
If sampling a below grade space such as a manhole, utilize the pump and hose 
assembly, or secure the meter to a small rope and SLOWLY lower into the space.  The 
operator should watch and listen for alarms and note the depth at which they occurred. 
or cleared.   
 

Use of the Sensit Gas Leak Detector 
The leak detector should only be used in conjunction with a multi gas meter or to verify 
a suspected gas leak location.  The detector should be started and warmed up outside 
and the sensitivity adjusted until the unit does not "tick".  As a leak is approached the 
ticks will increase.  The sensitivity can be continually adjusted until the leak is pin 
pointed. 
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Use of the Tac Stick AC Electric Detector 

 

Personnel will always assume that downed wires or electrical equipment are live 

or may become live until verified by the utility. 
 
The Tac Stick allows personnel to check for the presence of AC voltage in unknown 
situations such as vehicles into utility poles at night, where a conductor may have fallen 
unseen or storm conditions with fallen trees.  The Tac Stick may also be used in post 
fire safety assessment to ensure that building service is secured.  The Tac Stick will 
NOT detect DC current such as that used in hybrid vehicles or trains. 
 
The unit must always be tested prior to use.  After turning the unit on and on high 
sensitivity mode it should be operated in an area where it is known that AC electrical 
power exists.  An apparatus generator or outlet is sufficient.  The alarm should beep 
and indicator lights flash.  Do not use if operation can not be verified.  The unit should 
never be directly touched against a suspect wire or component. 
 
Approach the suspect area slowly with the unit on high sensitivity.  When the unit 
begins to rapidly beep and flash clearly indicating the presence of AC current the user 
may STOP and switch to low sensitivity or front focused to further pin point the source.. 
  

Bullard Thermal Imaging Camera (TIC) 
During firefighting operations the TIC is assigned to the Company Officer.  The TIC may 
also be used on rescue assignments to look for potentially ejected or wandering 
patients, unseen hazards at night and potential thermal hazards on equipment.  The 
TIC may be used for surface searches of ice and water but it is generally not effective 
for sub surface use due to the reflection of the water. 
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Equipment Identification and Operation (by type of application) 

 
Equipment is listed by type of application.  It is nearly impossible to list every use for 
every tool.  It is essential that rescue firefighters understand the operating limits and 
principles for each tool and learn to apply them in various situations.  Simply knowing 
what each piece of equipment is and what it can do provides a valuable resource when 
trying to think through a difficult or complex rescue situation. 

 

Rescue Truck Layout 
 

Compartment Numbering  
Driver Side (Left) front to back L-1 - L-4 
Officer Side (Right) front to back R-1 - R-4 
Rear of Truck B-1 
Top Compartments Front to Back, DS T-1-3 and Off. Side T-4 &5 
Underbody Front to back L-5 & 6, R-5 & 6 

  Cab C-1 

 

Stabilization Equipment (Compartments B-1, L-5,6) 
Involved vehicle chocks (4)  
Cribbing    

2x4 
4x4 
6x6  
Step Blocks 
Wedges 

Z-Mag Ground Pads 
  Paratech Struts 
   Acme thread struts 
    56 – 87” 
    37 – 58” 
    25 – 36” 
   Extensions – 12 / 24 / 36” 
   Bases – Wide hinged, swivel 

Tips – V groove, point, L channel, U channel, Universal with chain 
slot 

   Auto stabilization kit – Straps / J hooks, Grade 80 Chain 
   Air Supply Kit for Load Following - Regulator, 3 wyes, 4 air hoses 
 

Hydraulic Rescue Tool Identification and Operation 
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Powered Hydraulics (Compartment R-4 / L-4)  

Power Units 
Gas Powered SIMO Pump 
Electric TRIMO Pump 

Reel Operation 
Hurst Transformer Spreader 
Hurst ML16S Maverick Combination Tool (L-4) 
Hurst JL MOC Parrot Blade Cutter 
Hurst JL MOC II Curved Blade Cutter 

  Hurst T-41 Ram 
Hurst T-59 Ram 
Hydraulic Hose (3 x 50' portable, 3 x 100’ on reels) 

  
Manual Hydraulics (R-1) 

Porto Power System (10 Ton) 
Hurst Pedal Cutter (R-4) 
Hydra Ram Forcible Entry Tool (L-2) 

 

Lifting Equipment 
Res-Q-Tek Air Bags (R-2) 

2 25 Ton Bags 
1 64 Ton Bag 

 Mechanical Jacks 
High-Lift Jacks 3.5 ton (L-2) 

Hydraulic Jacks - 12 and 20 ton (R-1) 
 

Pulling Equipment 
 Truck Mounted Winch 
  6 ton rating 

 Winch Safety 
 Set Up and Operation 

 Free wheel 
 Power In and Out 

 Griphoist Kit (R-1) 
  4 ton rating 
 Chain Come along (R-1) 
  1 ½ ton rating 
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Rigging Equipment 
 
Snatch Blocks (R-6) 

Directionals 
Power multiplying 

Slings (R-1) 
  Rated for pulling with winch – 
  Green endless 
  Yellow with eyes 
 Shackles (R-6) 
  Rated for pulling with winch and connecting slings. 
 Chain Saddle Slings (R-6) 
  Balance and chain attachment point 

Chains (R-6) 

Rated for Pulling with winch - Gold Color 3/8" Grade 7 or Black Color 

3/8” Grade 8 
20' Chains with grab hooks each end 
12' Chain with grab hooks each end 
Double Leg Chain Sling 5/16" Grade 7 with adjusters 12' Legs 
Short sling with “J” hooks 

Pulling Straps (L-4) 
Z Strap 30' 2" Nylon strap with anchor adjusters  
2” ratchet straps – Used to secure components in place 
 

Post Use Inspection of all equipment 

 

Pneumatics (L-4) 
 
Tools 

Impact/Ratchet Wrenches 
Air Chisels (Heavy Duty and Light Duty)  
Whizzer Saw 
Extension hoses 
Remote Bumper Connection Operation  
SCBA Cylinder Operation  
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Electrical Equipment 
 
 Electrical System  

 PTO Generator  
 Load Center Functions 
 FROG 
 Light Tower Operation 
 Lighting System 
 Power Supply System 

 Reels (L-4 -120v and R-2 -240v) 
 Apparatus Outlets 

 
Portable Lighting (R-2) 

Tripods for lights (B-1) 
Extension Cord Reels (R-2) 
16" Electric Fan (R-2) 
 
Saws 

2 120V Sawzalls (L-4) 
2 24V Cordless Sawzalls (L-4) 

Battery / AC adapters 
  24V cordless ½” hammer drill w/bits and tools (L-4) 

  
Portable Pumps (T-2) 
 
Bosch 1 9/16" Rotary Hammer / Drill and Bits (T-2) 

 

Detection Equipment (Cab) 
Bullard Thermal Imaging Camera 
Industrial Scientific 4 gas meter with pump 
Sensit Gas Leak Detector 
Hot Stick (C-1) 

  

Gas Powered Equipment 
Circular Saws (L-1) 

Forcible Entry Saw (K-1200 with metal blade) 
Roof Saw (K-1200 with Warthog) 
Roof Bags 
 Spare Blades 
 Tools 
 Saw Kits 
  Tools 
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  Parts 
Chain Saws (L-1) 

  Stihl MS 460 20” - Vent / Rescue Saw 
Stihl 038 16” 
Stihl 026 16” 

 

Thermal Cutting Equipment 
 Petrogen Gasoline / Oxygen Portable Cutting System (L-2) 
 Mini Torch Exothermic Cutting System (L-2) 
 O2 cylinders for both systems. (L-2) 
 

Firefighting  Equipment 
SCBA equipped with EBSS and 50' search lines. 
 6 SCBA in Cab, spare cylinders in R-2 
  
Light Boxes (1 in driver seat, 1 in officer seat, 6 in crew cab) 
 

Fire Extinguishers (R-2) 
(2) PW Can 
(2) ABC Dry Chemical 
AFFF 
Class D 

 

Rapid Intervention (R-1) 
RIT Pack – (R-1)  

Cable Cutters 
30 minute Emergency SCBA 
Extra SCBA Mask 
Door Chocks 
Webbing Slings 

  
 Roof Rope Kit (R-1) 

150’ 9/16” with eyes in each end and permanent snap hooks and edge 
protection.  White Bag marked “Lifesaving Rope”.  
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Haulfast  
2:1 rescue kit.  75’ ½” rope, carabiners and pulley pre-rigged for window 
rescue.  Small yellow bag in R-1 

 
Rescue/Ladder Harnesses 5 in Cab Class II harness with detachable ladder 

 hook. 

 

Hand Tools / Manual Equipment  
Axes/Irons (L-2) 
Prying Tools (L-2) 
Short Hooks (L-2) 
Hooks (B-1) 1 10', 2 6' 
Sledge Hammers (L-2) 
Shovels (L-2, B-1) 
Brooms (B-1) 
Digging Bar (B-1) 
Padlock Breaker (L-2) 
Bolt Cutters (L-2) 
Cable Cutters (L-2) 

 

Mechanical Tools (L-4) 
  Small hand tools box 
  Mechanics tool set 
  Machine rescue tools 
 

Rope Rescue   
Main (BLUE BAG) Rescue Line Bag (L-3) 
 200’ ½” rope 
 Rigging Plate 
 2 anchor slings 
 3 carabiners 
 Figure 8 
 Rescue Rack 
 Pulley 

Safety (RED BAG) Rescue Line (L-3) 
 200’ ½” rope 
 2 anchor slings 
 4 carabiners 
 2 prussik minding pulleys 
 2 prussiks 
 Load releasing hitch 
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Haul (ORANGE BAG) Bag (L-3) 
 Haulsafe system (4:1 MA) 
 70’ lift 
 Anchor sling 
 Carabiners 
 Gibbs ascender 

Life Safety Rope (L-3) 
200’ ½” rope 
1 anchor sling 
2 carabiners 
1 figure 8 

Life Safety Ropes (T-3) 
(2) 300’ ½” rope 
1 anchor sling 
2 carabiners 
1 figure 8 

Harness Bag (L-3) 
 (4) Class III harnesses 
Rescue Helmets (L-3) 
 (4) Tech rescue helmets with headlights and goggles (L-3) 
Rigging Bag (L-3) 
 Webbing 
 Rope Shorts 
 Slings 
 Pulleys 
 Carabiners 

Load Releasing Hitch 
Delta Ring 
Edge Protection 

   

Roof Roller 
   (2) Roof rollers (L-3)  

 
 Utility Ropes (L-3) 

100' 1/2" 
50' 1/2"   
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Patient Packaging and Protection 
  

  LSP Halfback and lifting bridle (L-3) 
 
Stokes Basket (B-1) 
 Stored with blankets, webbing strap and lowering rope and Stokes Rigging Kit 

(Vertical and Low Angle, Litter Tending Straps, Horizontal, Double Line and  
Single Line) 
 

SKED Stretcher System (L-5) 
 

Ice/Water Rescue (Except as noted, Compartment R-3) 
 
Avon ERB 3.80 12' Inflatable Rescue Boat (Compartment T-2) 
 
MARSARS Ice Rescue Sled and victim rescue sling (Top Walkway) 
 
Ice Rescue Kits (2 in-water crew / 2 back up crew) 

Entry Technicians should have the following available *minimum 
 *Stearns Ice Rescue Suit (4 under rear cab crew seat) 

 Anti-skid soles 

 Flippers 

 Ankle Weights 

 *150' or 300' Tether Kit (Rope, carabiner and anchor kit) 

 *Victim Rescue Sling 
 
Stearns Work Suits (2 in R-3, 2 in T-3 for boat or shore crew) 
Cold Water Gloves (12 pr) 
Hypothermic Victim Stabilization Bag (T-2) 
Reach Pole System (2 - 24' ea.) with buoyant handle, (T-2, B-1) 
extensions, grapnel, boat hook, rescue sling adapter and shepherds crook  
(5) Throw Rope Bags (75') (2 in C-1, 3 in R-3) 
Personal Flotation Devices (PFD) (Cab and T-2) 
Technician Level PFD (RED) (T-2) 
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Hazardous Materials (R-2) 
Protective Equipment (Level B) 

Suits 
Gloves 
Over boots 
Dust Masks 

Leak Kit 
Absorbents 

Pads (T-4&5) 
Oil Dry (Outlet in L-1) 

  CBRNE PPE Kits (T-4) 
   Tyvek F coveralls 
   Booties 
   Gloves 
   Tape 

 

Medical/Rehab Equipment (R-3) 
2 Jump Bags 
Semi automatic defibrillator 
Suction Unit 
Triage Tags 
Extra Collars 
Blankets 
Extra O2 cylinders (R-2) 
Long Boards (4 in B-1) 
Reeves stretcher (in cab) 
Stokes basket kit 
SKED stretcher kit 
LSP Halfback  
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Rescue 84 – Chauffeurs Guide 

 

NOTE:  Equipment Operating Instructions and Details Are as Current as Possible. 

Always check blackwoodfire.org for up to date operating manuals. 

 

Vital Statistics 

 Length 

 Height 

 Wheelbase 

 Weight 

 

Systems and Equipment Operation 

 

Electrical System 
The Rescue is equipped with an Onan 35 kW PTO driven generator.  The PTO 

unit drives the generator directly off of the apparatus engine, eliminating the need for a 
second drive engine.  When the PTO is engaged the generator is immediately powered. 
 The generator can not be engaged or operated while the apparatus is moving. 
 
To engage the PTO Generator: 

1.  Stop the apparatus. 
2.  Engage the parking brake. 
3.  Place the transmission in neutral. 
4.  Depress the ”PTO” switch on the driver side instrument panel. 
5.  Observe the blue pilot light illuminate and the engine speed increase. 

 
To supply power to the vehicle:  

1.  Open compartment L-1.   
2.  Check the FROG, ensure the generator is producing approximately 240 volts 

 @ 60 Hz. 
3. The main circuit breaker should already be on.  Turn individual circuit breakers 
for Tower and Body lights (marked white) on as needed.  All other circuit 
breakers should be left “ON” 

 
The apparatus is equipped with eight (8) 20A 120V body outlets 2 on each side, 
4 the on rear and 2 250' power rewind cord reels equipped with junction boxes 
for 4 20A 120V connections each. 
If 240V power supply is needed, utilize cord reel in compartment R-2, by  

 removing the junction box or utilize outlet in compartment R-4 for the Hurst Trimo 
 
To secure the electrical system: 

1.  Ensure all powered equipment that may be in use can be shut down. 
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2.  Make sure Trimo Pump has been turned off at the motor control. 
3.  Turn individual circuit breakers for Left, Right and Rear Body and Mast Lights 
off (breakers marked white), leave all breakers for outlets and the Hurst Trimo 
Pump on.  Leave main breaker on. 
4.  Depress PTO switch. 
5.  Observe engine return to idle and blue pilot light extinguish. 

 

Body Lights 
 
The Rescue is equipped with seven (7) 1500 watt body lights and eight (8) 12V scene 
lights.  The 4 side and 2 rear body lights are supplied by breakers which are normally 
OFF, the cab roof light is supplied by a breaker which is normally ON and is controlled 
by a toggle switch on the officer side cab dash board.   The 12V scene lights are 
controlled on the cab dashboard and do not require the generator to operate. 
 
CAUTION - The cab roof light, when extended, can be the highest point on the 
apparatus.  To prevent damage top the light and the vehicle, this light must be fully 
retracted and the light head turned to the rear before operating the vehicle. 
 

Light Tower 
 
The Rescue is equipped with a 25' Will-burt Light tower equipped with six (6) 1500 watt 
light heads for a total power of 9000 watts.   
 
Warning lights in the cab and compartment L-1 indicate when the mast is raised.  The 
apparatus may not be moved with the mast extended.  Operators should exercise the 
same cautions with the light tower as they would with an aerial device. 
 
The tower is raised by air pressure supplied off of the auxiliary air tank.  The tower is 
normally controlled by the remote control attached to the rear wall of compartment L-1.  
The remote control allows the operator to raise and lower the mast, rotate and tilt the 
light head assembly and automatically stow the unit after use.   
 
The light heads are controlled by a breaker on the load center marked “Mast Lights”.   
 
Additional controls are provided on the front wall of compartment L-1 and include: an air 
regulator to reduce air pressure to approximately 27 psi.  Emergency raise/lower  
controls are located on the regulator body.  A small button on the top of the regulator is 
used to raise the mast and a button on the bottom is used to lower the mast if electrical 
power to the remote control is lost.  A valve is also provided to isolate air supply to the 
tower.  This is normally left on, but should be checked if the tower will not raise.    
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To operate the tower, after the generator is in service as above, perform the following: 
 

1.  Check the area above the apparatus thoroughly for wires, trees, etc.. that 
 may obstruct the light tower.  Do not raise the light tower through obstructions or 
 near power lines. 

2.  If area is clear, remove the remote control and position yourself so you can 
see the mast as it is raised. 
3.  Move the Run/Auto Stow switch to “RUN”. 
4.  Move the Raise/Lower switch to “RAISE”.  There may be a momentary delay 

 in the tower beginning to raise, this is normal. 
5.  Raise the tower to the desired height. 
6.  Activate the tower lights by moving the breaker marked “Mast Lights” in the 

 load center to “ON” 
7.  Use the Pan/Tilt controls to position the lights as desired. 

 
To secure the light tower after use: 

 
1.  Turn the breaker marked “Mast Lights” to “OFF” 
2.  Depress the “Auto Stow” switch.  This will rotate the light heads to the  

 required position and tilt the light heads down. 
3.  Move the “Auto Stow” switch to “Run” and depress the “Lower” switch. 
4.  Observe the “Mast Light Up” warning light extinguish.  
5.  Stow the remote control and cord. 

 

Hydraulic Tools 
The Rescue is equipped with a Hurst TRIMO electric pump.  The TRIMO Pump 

allows for full speed/full power use of 3 hydraulic rescue tools.  A gas powered portable 
simo unit capable of 2 tool operation is also provided.  The Trimo Pump is plumbed into 
the apparatus and supplies the 100' hose reels in compartment L-4 and R-4.  
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Hydraulic Tools (continued) 
To operate the TRIMO Pump, after the generator is in service as above, perform the 
following: 

 1.  Check that the breaker on the load center marked “240 volt outlet for Power  

Unit” is “ON”. 
2.  In R-4 depress the black switch on the front of the power unit. 
3.  Each of the reels utilizes a different color hose.  This color code is indicated 

next to the individual dump valve for that reel.  Switch from “Dump” to “Pressure” each 
reel that will be used. 

 
 
To secure the Trimo Pump unit: 

1.  Move all 3 valves to “Dump”   
2.  Depress the black switch on the front of the power unit. 

 
Gas Power Unit 

The gas power unit maybe needed as a back up to the Trimo unit, used to 
operate additional tools simultaneously or used remote from the apparatus. 
To operate the gas power unit: 

1.  Remove from compartment and check fuel level. 
2.  Check that fuel supply is open. 
3.  Check that dump valves are in DUMP position 
4.  Move throttle to START position. 
5.  Pull cord until unit starts. 
6.  Connect tools, move dump valve to PRESSURE position when ready to work. 

 
To secure the gas power unit: 

1.  Move the dump valve to the DUMP position. 
2.  Disconnect tools and hoses. 
3.  Move throttle to STOP position. 
4.  Add fuel (straight gas) to fill tank. 
5.  Check/add motor oil. 
6.  Wipe down/clean unit as necessary. 
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Hydraulic Tools (continued) 

 

Hurst Transformer Spreader 

 Interchangeable arms 
o 40” spread @ 18,900 lbs. 
o 32” spread @ 31,000 lbs. 
o 24” spread @ 37,000 lbs. 

 Pre connected in R-4 

 Thumb controller on top of tool 

 Stored with 40” arms installed 

 Other arms and extra pins in compartment R-4 

 Crush only the with 32” arms. 

 

Hurst ML 16S Maverick Combination Tool 

 Combination Spreader / Cutter 

 Pre connected in L-4 

 Lighter Duty Work 

 Spreader Opening – 16” 

 Cutter Opening – 9” 

 Spread Force – 13,000 lbs 

 Cut Force – 60,000 lbs. 

 

Hurst JL MOC Cutter 

 “Parrot” Blades 

 Cutter Opening – 11.06” 

 Cutting Force – 156,236 lbs 

 Star grip controller 

 

Hurst JL MOC II Curved Blade Cutter 

 Rounded “Lobster Claw”  blades pull material into cutter 

 Pre-connected in R-4 

 Cutter Opening – 7” 

 Cutting Force – 152,870 lbs 

 Star grip controller 
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Hydraulic Rams 

 Hurst T-41 Ram 

 Hurst T-59 Ram 

 Telescoping design  

 T-41 18.7” to 41.3” spread 

 T-59 24.6” to 59.1” spread 

 29,830 lbs of force on 1st stage 

 14,830 lbs of force on 2nd stage 

 

Air Tool System 
The vehicle air chucks are  powered off of the engine air compressor.  This air 

compressor provides a maximum pressure of 125 psi and a flow rate of approximately  
15 cubic feet per minute (cfm).  The tool system is provided with a separate air tank 
designed to protect the braking system from loss of air while using tools.  This air tank 
also services the light tower.  Due to the large volume of air needed to raise the light 
tower, it may not be practical to operate air tools at the same time the light tower is 
being raised.  The system is provided with a connection on the front bumper for use 
with extension hoses.   
 
2 portable air source kits are carried, each equipped with 2 60 minute cylinders, cylinder 
harness and hose connections.  These kits can be connected to different type  
regulators for: 

 Paratech struts (Operate @ 50 psi) 

 Ajax Hammer (Operate between 90 and 250 psi) 

 Light Duty Air Tools (Operate between 90 and 125 psi) 

 Res Q Tec Air Lifting Bags (Operate @ 147 psi) 
It is essential that the correct regulator / hose combination be used for each type of tool. 
 Some fittings will not be compatible across systems. 
 
Restoration for air tools involves: 

1.  Checking tools, hoses, regulators and accessories for damage 
2.  Thoroughly cleaning 
3.  Changing worn blades (where applicable) 
4.  Adding 2-3 drops of air tool lubricant to the air inlet on the tool 

 

Air Lifting Bags -  
The NT air lifting bags are a modular system which allows for single, 

conventional use or interlocked stacking.  These bags have tremendous power and 
allow us to lift heavy objects much higher than conventional air bags.  The NT 23 bag 
can lift 25 tons to a height of 4 inches and a minimum of 4 tons over the duration of the 
lift, 10.8 inches total.  The NT-58 can lift 64 tons to a height of 4 inches and 6 tons over 
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the duration of the lift, 17.5 inches. 
The NT system uses special air hose couplings which require the button to be 

pushed TWICE to release.  Push once, pull back and push again to release.   
The system operates at 147 psi, where conventional (flat) high pressure air bags 
operate at 118 psi.   

The ability to stack the bags with a higher degree of stability is important as well. 
 When stacking bags, keep in mind that the lifting power is dictated by the smallest bag 
in the stack.  Only a closed connector is available bags will be inflated separately.   
When using bags to lift in 2 points the load is shared, thus the lifting power is doubled.  
The point load plate can be fitted to the top bag when necessary to spread the lifting 
force out over a larger area. 

 

NT Lifting Bag Operating points 

 
1.  Set up bags on flat surfaces.  Use pads or mats when necessary to protect bags. 
2.  Center the load on the bag.  If the load does not completely cover the center, red, 
“load capacity enhancer” (LCE), attach the point load plate. 
3.  The bag should be “set” under the load.  The bag shut off valve should be turned 
“OFF” and the controller depressed for “UP”.  A member at the bag slowly inflates the 
bag using the shut off valve until the bag until it contacts the object.  The controller is 
then released and the shut off valve fully opened.  The controller is used for the 
remainder of the lift with the positioning member clear of the lift. 
4.  Clear personnel and bystanders from the area where a bag may eject.  Create and 
enforce a safety zone. 
5.  If the load cannot be centered, an edge lift is possible.  Depending on amount of bag 
under the load and surface adhesion, limit air pressure to between 44 and 59 psi to 
prevent ejection from between the surfaces.    
6.  During an edge lift continually chock and readjust bags until at the desired height or 
bag is centered. 
7.  Avoid contact with hot surfaces, sharp objects and chemicals. 
8.  Lift slowly and crib as you go to support the load if a bag or hose fails. 
9.  Only lift as high as necessary to complete the objective. 
10.  Do not remove any center plug while the bag is pressurized. 
11.  Do not stack bags more than 3 high. 
12.  Utilize solid cribbing mats when supporting the bags.  If building a box, the top layer 
should be solid to support the bag. 
13.  Maintenance after usage would include a complete exterior inspection of all 
components for cuts, tears, burns and chemical damage and cleaned with soap and 
water. 

 

Tensioned Buttress Stabilization Equipment 
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The Zmag Ground Pads and Paratech Rescue Strut System can be used to stabilize 
objects by creating a “triangle of stabilization”.  The strut or 4x4 post is placed at a 45 to 
60 degree angle above the center of gravity and a ratchet strap is attached low to the 
object and tightened.  For simple stablization of a side resting vehicle 1 strut can be 
used in the center with 2 ratchet straps in "V" configuration to the front and rear, 
creating the "kick stand".  To add stability when a vehicle is on its side for extensive 
extrication, chains can be attached high on the vehicle and tensioned with the winch or 
come along.  

 

Operating Points 

 
1.  The ground pad straps can be easily attached to one another, creating a “scissors 
jack” effect which is useful for stabilizing vehicles on their wheels that have high ground 
clearance. 
 
2.  Pull ALL slack out of the ratchet straps prior to tensioning with the ratchet.  The take 
up reel holds very little strap material and will jam quickly. 
 
3.  The Paratech strut has a limited travel distance.  Utilize extensions as necessary 
and make final adjustment with Acme thread collar.  Never exceed 36 inches in 
extensions or more than 3 extension pieces regardless of length. 
 
4.  The working length of the ground pad is dependent on the available length of 4x4 
post.  The rescue currently carries pairs of 2,3,4,6 and 8 foot long 4x4's. 

 

Paratech Struts

 
The Paratech Struts are capable of supporting many rescue roles.  The Paratech struts 
carried on the Rescue are useful for: 

 Limited building shoring 

 Various vehicle extrication tasks 

 Limited trench or excavation shoring 
The struts on the Rescue are “Acme” Struts, which means they adjust via a lock nut and 
acme thread.  The struts may be extended by air pressure or manually.  We operate 
ours manually only except when lifting to "follow" a load.  The struts have a working 
load ranging from 20000 lbs for shortest struts to 5400 lbs for fully extended long struts. 
Each has a Crush Strength of 50,000 lbs (test) 
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Strut Lengths on R84 
24.8 – 35.4” 
36.6 – 58.3” 
55.5 – 87.3” 

 
Attachments 

Swivel Bases 
Hinged Bases 
Channel Bases for use with 4x4 posts 
Angle Bases for use with 4x4 posts 
“V” Bases 
Point Bases 
Universal Bases with chain slot 
Ratchet Straps and Hooks 

 
Extensions are 12”, 24, 36” 
 
No more than 3 extension pieces may be used AND no longer than 36” total extension 
may be used.  Always use a slightly longer strut and allow for adjustment.  Do not plan 
on using the full threaded adjustment. 
 
The struts can also be used to follow a load during lift.  An air supply and wyes are 
available to supply air simultaneously for up to 4 struts.   
 

CAUTION  

Struts can not be supplied with air unless the ends are  

secured or the strut will eject.  Do NOT connect a pressurized air hose to the strut 

without securing the strut first. 
 

 Secure the struts and straps to stabilize the object at the current position 
 

 Attach air hoses to each strut using wyes as necessary to connect to up to 4 
struts. Connect to regulator and set regulator to 50 psi.  This should be an 
independent air supply. 

 

 As the load is lifted with jacks, air bags, etc the strut will follow.  Adjust the acme 
thread collar as the load goes higher.  Conventional cribbing should also be in 
place. 

 

 At the completion of the rescue, lift slightly to bring the collar off the strut body 
and thread it up to the tip, loosening it. 
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 Remove conventional cribbing 
 

 Decrease air pressure to zero and lower air bags, jacks, etc. 
 
When using chains with the Paratech struts use only the Black Grade 80 chains.  The 
air lift system provides an efficient means of removing slack when supporting a load 
with chains and struts. 

 

Rescue Winch  

 The Rescue is equipped with a Ramsey electric winch with a rated capacity of 
12000 lbs or 6 tons.   

 This rating is for a single line pull with one wrap of cable on the drum.  The actual 
capacity of the winch will decrease as cable is wrapped on the drum.  

 The winch will work more efficiently and the line will move in a more controlled 
manner if the cable is routed through a snatch block and the cable hook attached 
to a chain or sling wrapped around both front tow hooks, the front axle or other 
substantial anchor.   

 By placing a moving snatch block (block attached to the load) in the system the 
rated power of the winch should increase, the required amps to operate the 
winch at the given workload will decrease, and the winch cable and load will 
travel more slowly.   

 If the rescue can not be placed in line with the load a stationary, directional 
snatch block (block attached to an anchor) will need to be positioned to allow a 
straight line from the winch to the block and from the block to the objective. 

 
The winch is operated as follows: 

1.  Position the apparatus so that the winch is in a direct line with the object to 
 be winched. 

2.  Obtain the remote control from under the driver seat and plug into bumper 
 connection on driver side. 

3.  Open the winch cover and disengage the winch drum by pulling the T-handle 
freewheel/drum lock and turning to lock.  This will allow cable to free wheel off of 
the drum. 
3.  Pull the desired length of cable off of the drum.  A member should maintain 

 tension on the cable with a gloved hand to prevent tangling.  
4.  Always attach to the object with rated chains and/or slings. 
5.  Turn the T-handle to allow the drum to engage.  Bump the “IN” and “OUT”  
buttons several times to ensure the drum is locked in both directions. 
6.  Slowly remove all slack from the cable by pressing the IN button.  The 
member should remain in place to guide the cable.   
7.  When the cable is tensioned, no personnel should be in line with the cable 

 and a spotter should be in position to observe the object being moved opposite 
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 the winch operator. 
8.  The winch operator should observe the movement directly or communicate 

 with a designated load watch who will control the winching operation. 
9.  At the conclusion of the operation, the winch cable should be inspected 
thoroughly for damage and rewound neatly on drum.  Winch cable should be 
maintained with spray lubricant. 
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Basic Winching Arrangements (See Drawing) 
 
Figure A - Basic, used with relatively light loads or when simply holding an object in 
place, when in a direct line of pull.  The winch cable extended to object, attached and 
tensioned.  Allows longest cable reach and ease of set up.  Requires the winch to work 
harder, less overall power. 
 
Figure B - Also basic and used when the object is in a direct line for pulling.  Allows for 
greater power and less strain on winch. The cable is extended to the object, routed 
through a snatch block and back to the rescue where a chain is wrapped around the 
front tow hooks and the winch hook attached. 
 
Figure C - Used when the object is not in line with the winch, but a suitable anchor is.  
The winch cable is extended to the anchor, where a snatch block is attached with chain. 
 The cable is routed through the snatch block and attached to the object.  Requires the 
winch work harder and depending on the angle, can stress the anchor. 
 
Figure D - Used like Figure C, but increases power and winch efficiency.  A second 
snatch block is placed at the object to be pulled.  The cable routed through the block 
and anchored using chain, near the first snatch block. 
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Griphoist Operations   

 
The Griphoist Kit Contains: 

 

 The TU 32 Griphoist with an 8000 lbs rated capacity. 

 80 ft. of 5/8” galvanized wire rope with safety hook mounted on carrying reel (carried in L-1) 
compartment) 

 25 ft of 5/8” galvanized wire rope with safety hook mounted on carrying reel 

 Telescopic handle for manual operation of hoist 

 Snatch Block (orange hook, 13000 lbs capacity 

 Wire rope sling 6 ft. long with choker hook 

 Wire rope slings 6 ft. and 9 ft. long  

 

 
 
Operating Points 

 The Griphoist is used much like the stationary winch on the Rescue.  The 
Griphoist is rated at 8000 lbs or 4 tons. 

 The Griphoist must be anchored prior to use.  Anchor using chains, cable sling or 
twinpath slings and shackle. 

 The anchor must be stronger than the load to be pulled. 

 The anchor must be in line with the load or directional to be pulled or used. 

 The Griphoist cable is stored on a separate reel and must be laid out straight 
prior to use. 

 To load the cable: 
o Remove the anchor pin and set aside 
o Unlock the jaws by depressing the cable release unlock button and pull 

the cable release handle toward the take up handle.   
o Move the reversing handle slightly and insert cable.   
o Pull through unit taking up slack from the anchor pin end.   

 Secure the griphoist using an anchor sling or chain and lock the anchor pin. 
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Chain Come Along 

 
 
The chain come along or ratchet lever chain hoist is rated for 3000 lbs or 1 ½ tons.  The 
unit is compact and rated for light duty work such as displacing vehicle components or 
holding displaced components. 
 
Use as follows: 

 Anchor the unit using the stationary slip hook to a suitable sling or chain. 

 Anchor should be stronger than object being moved 

 Attach the chain slip hook to a suitable sling or attachment.  The chain slip hook 
of the come along should generally NOT be connected directly to the object 
being moved 

 Slack should be used prior to use.  When the small control lever is in Neutral 
slack can be pulled through.  

 When the small control lever is placed in the IN or OUT position, the Ratchet 
handle will move the chain in the desired direction. 

 The come along is stored with a screw pin shackle and twinpath endless sling for 
anchoring. 
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Basic Rigging 

 Understand what must be moved or secured. 

 Understand the object’s approximate weight and what percentage is the rigging 
going to carry.  Use vehicle GVWR plate or markings or vehicle class chart. 

 Obstacles, terrain, object configuration that could affect movement 

 Understand the center of gravity of object to be moved or stabilized 

 Assess the stability of object 

 Assess the capability of equipment on hand. 

 Assess anchors 

 Assess access 

 Assess and choose attachments and slings. 

 Layout preliminary rigging plan 

 Brief crew and initiate rigging plan 
 

Cable or Wire Rope 
Winch – 3/8” with swivel hook 
Griphoist – 5/8” with swivel hook 

 Slings – 5/8” 6’ and 9’ Slings 
 

Chain 
Types 

Grade 70 (Gold) 3/8” Safe Working Load Limit (SWLL) 6600 lbs 
Grade 80 (Black) 3/8” Safe Working Load Limit (SWLL) 7100 lbs also 
rated for overhead lifting. 

 
End Fittings 

Grab Hook 
Can not be connected directly to a sling or object 
Only connects to another chain link 
Use to form a loop around an object or join chains together 

Slip Hook 
Can hook an attachment such as a shackle, ring or saddle.   
Can also hook directly to slings. 

“J” Hook 
Directly to objects such as vehicles.  Significantly weaker than 
wrapping chain  

Ring  
Part of a sling assembly, used as a connection for a slip hook or 
shackle and may be used to connect 2 or more chain legs in a sling 
assembly. 
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“Cheater” 
Short assembly of grab hooks or a grab hook attached to a ring for 
purpose of shortening a chain. 

 
“T” Hook 

   Fitting used to connect to holes found in vehicle frames. 

 

Chain Sling Saddle 
Ring with a groove for a 3/8” chain link.  Can be used to take up slack, provide 
an attachment point for a slip hook or shackle or to create a sling assembly from 
a single length of chain. 

 

Shackle  
Screw pin shackles are carried to provide an attachment point for nylon slings. 
Hooks are attached to the pin, slings or chains to the rounded portion 
Shackles have the safe working load clearly marked on them.   
Screw pins will be secured completely before loading. 
Screw pins should never be replaced with bolts. 
Threads should be cleaned with anti seize periodically applied. 
 

 
 

Snatch Blocks – Provide change in direction if stationary, provide increase in 

power if moving with load. 
 
  Red – 4 ton for use with winch 
 Orange 6.5 ton for Griphoist. 
 Sized for cable and application.  Do not mix. 
 
Ensure threads are fully made up before loading 
Periodically grease fitting for sheave bushing 
Periodically clean up threads and treat with anti seize. 
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Nylon Slings 
 
Nylon slings are generally configured in one of 3 ways: 

 Sewn eyes in each end,  

 Attachments or fittings on each end  

 “Endless” or continuous loop 
 
Nylon slings are subject to many of the same concerns and warnings for nylon rope: 
Susceptible to: 

 Damage by heat 

 Sharp edges 

 Chemical attack 

 Abrasion 
 
Slings carry 3 basic working load limit (SWLL) ratings.  The ratings should be found on 
a tag attached to the sling. 

 Vertical – Connected end to end.  Basic configuration, 2
nd

 strongest 
configuration.  Most efficient use of sling. 

 Choker  - Wrapped around an object and passed through itself.  Weakest 
configuration, but allows for simple rigging when the object or anchor can be 
wrapped. 

 Basket – Wrapped around an object with both ends connected.  Strongest 
configuration. 
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Cutting and Burning Equipment 
Thermal cutting is a fast, efficient way to cut through heavy steel, various other 

metals and even concrete.  Drawbacks to this process are the heat and sparks that are 
produced, along with molten metal.  Any time a thermal cutting process is undertaken, 
special precautions should be taken such as: 

1.  Check surrounding area for combustibles that can be removed or must be 
covered. 
2.  Deploy a hose line for protection and fire suppression. 
3.  Cover victim and explain process. 
4.  Wear appropriate PPE for job.  Dark protective glasses, firefighting gloves and 
full firefighting PPE. 
5.  Cutting will generally start on an edge and proceed toward the middle of the 
material to be cut.   
6.  Beginning a cut in the middle of a piece of material is known as plunge cutting 
and will result in much more slag and sparks being thrown back at the operator.  
This is known as “blow back”. 

 

Exothermic Cutting - Cuts virtually any material, heats to 8000 to 10000 degrees. 
Assemble oxygen hose/torch to oxygen cylinder.  Insert the crimped end of the 
proper cutting rod in torch handle and tighten collet. 
 
Attach lead from torch to 12 V battery and attach striker lead to battery. 
 
Squeeze handle to start oxygen flow and touch the 12 volt striker to the end of the 
cutting rod.  The cutting rod will ignite at this point.   
 
The cutting rod will continue to burn as long as handle is depressed. 
 
When cutting, the rod will get shorter.  The rod must be continually pushed toward 
the material being cut. 
 
Be prepared to replace cutting rods and oxygen frequently.  An extra cylinder and 
extra rods should be brought forward.   

 
The large O2 tank commonly found on an ambulance is an ideal back up and an 
easy way to obtain additional O2 for long cuts. 
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Petrogen Portable Cutting System (PCS) 

 Petrogen Torch 20 inch with 90 degree head  

 Gasoline tank 2.5 gallons with fast flow check valve  

 9 cutting tip sizes  

 Gasoline hose assembly, 20 feet  

 Oxygen hose assembly, 25 feet with regulator  

 Spark striker  

 Tool kit  

Petrogen Operating Instructions 

Ensure full PPE is worn when using the PCS. Although the sparks produced in the 
cutting process are light weight and without much heat because the flame is 100% 
oxidizing it is recommended that the safety glasses provided are used when cutting 
steel. 

Torch operation 

 Attach hoses to torch, gasoline tank and oxygen cylinder (green-oxygen, red- 
gasoline)  

 Select tip and set oxygen pressure according to the cutting tip and pressure 
chart (on gasoline tank)  

 Pump gasoline tank to 20 psi (pressure drops as torch cuts. When at 10 psi, 
pump back to 20 psi)  

 Open gasoline tank valve slowly, about 2 turns. After 30 seconds open valve 
fully. If fast flow valve operates, close valve, tap tank on ground and repeat.  

 Purge oxygen line by depressing cutting lever for 5 sec  

 Open torch oxygen valve about ½ turn. Final opening depends on tip size and 
pressure.  

 Open torch gasoline valve until a light mist appears. If liquid drips from torch, 
increase oxygen or reduce gasoline.  

 Purge oxygen line again for 5 sec.  
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 Ignite torch by striking spark close to the tip and to one side  

 Warm tip by pressing it to steel at an angle, Adjust flame using gasoline and 
oxygen torch valves.  

 A good cutting flame should have an inner blue core of about 5mm.  

Shutting down. 

 Close the torch gasoline valve first  

 Close the torch oxygen valve  

 After the torch is shut down close tank valve and isolate oxygen supply.  

PCS Limitations Of Use 

 Contaminated steel surfaces – recommended that an 81 or 83 tip is used for 
maximum speed through a contaminated surface  

 Cast irons- petrogen will not cut through some cast irons  

 Galvanized steel – Toxic fumes are generated by cutting galvanized steel, 
Breathing protection is recommended.  

 Petrogen flame resists being extinguished under water, in mud and sand  

 It cannot be used for welding because of its 100% oxidizing flame.  

 Not affected by adverse weather conditions. 

PCS Safety Features 

 Cannot backflash up the fuel line –liquid gasoline cannot burn  

 Fuel leaks can be detected by sight  

 Only low pressure needed in tank- 20 psi needed to get gasoline to the tip, 
vapour expansion occurs in tip of approximately 160 times giving the force to 
pre-heat flame and makes it difficult to extinguish.  

 Fast flow check valve in the tank shuts off the fuel in case of a fuel hose rupture  

 Pressure relief valve in fuel tank – operates at 35 psi  

 Tips and torch head run cool  

 Sparks are cool and light  
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PCS Maintenance 

 Although the tips will not clog and greatly resist melting it is recommended that 
regular maintenance and cleaning will extend the life of the cutting tips for 
several years.  

 Ensure carbon build up is removed 

 

Power Saws and Blades 

 

Partner K Saws  

 Ventilation Saw – Equipped with Warthog blade.   

 Forcible Entry Saw – Equipped with metal blade.   

 Spare wood cutting, Da’Axe chip blade and concrete blades are available on 
truck. 

1.  Check fuel mix level. 
2.  Move choke switch back to full ON. 
3.  Ensure stop switch is up for RUN. 
4.  Lock the trigger on high speed. 
5.  Pull cord until saw starts or attempts to start (no more than 3 pulls on 
full choke) 
6.  Adjust choke and continue pulling cord until saw starts. 
7.  When saw reaches high speed, move choke up to CLOSED. 

Tiger Tooth Blade – Standard on Forcible Entry Saw 

 

According to the manufacturer, cuts any material found in the fire service. Locks, bars, 
concrete, steel, roll-ups, car posts and any material found in a forcible entry situation.  
Made with diamond, tungsten and carbide mixture. It makes the blade almost 
indestructible when cutting any material 
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D’Ax Blade 

 

According to the manufacturer, this blade cuts: insulation materials, tar and gravel 
roofs, shingle roofs, dry wall, wood - metal studding, fire doors, corrugated roofing, 
plastic, sheet metal, tin, sheet aluminum, tires, auto body panels, tree roots, ice, frozen 
materials, hard reinforced rubber, expansion joint sealant, chip board, hard board, 
press wood, countertops, pallets, timber, hardwood flooring, decking, cardboards, 
paperboards.  In practice these blades have been found to be more suitable for metal 
than wood.  D'AX blades don't need sharpening, simply reverse rotation and continue 
cutting.  They'll cut in any direction and are unaffected by many hazards which would 
ordinarily destroy normal carbide tipped blades. 

 

Warthog Blade – Standard on Vent Saw 

 
 

According to the manufacturer, the Warthog Ventilation Blade is designed to cut wood 
and other soft materials such as roofing, and siding. However due to the nature of fire 
service cutting operations, it is often necessary to cut structural components of varied 
construction with underlying components of unknown composition. Fire department 
customers of the Warthog Ventilation Blade find that the blade has also cut brick, 
galvanized pipe, and light gauge sheet metal, (as found on flat roof decking) without 
substantial detrimental effects. 
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Stihl Chainsaws   
026 – Light Duty Chainsaw 
038 – Heavy Duty Chainsaw w/ carbide chain 
MS460 – Rescue Grade Saw w/20” bar and carbide chain 
 
1.  Check fuel mix level 
2.  Depress compression release (036 saw only) 
3.  Move Choke/Ignition Switch down for full choke. 
4.  Lock Throttle trigger on high speed. 
5.  Pull Cord until engine attempts to start 
6.  Move Choke/Ignition Switch up one position. 
7.  Pull until saw starts.   

           8.  Saw will stay at high idle until the trigger is depressed, then released. 

   

Maintenance / Restoration 
 When saws are used for any extended duration the Rescue Chauffeur should 
ensure that multiple saws are prepared for the task and provisions are made to service 
saws and return them to work.  At minimum saws may require fuel, bar oil, cleaning and 
adjustment and possibly blade or chain changes.  Spark plugs and drive belts are also 
available to keep saws running in the field.  
 

Bosch Rotary Hammer 
 
The rotary hammer can be used for drilling and chipping of concrete.  The hammer drill 
has several drill bits along with a chipping chisel and a bull point chisel.  When using 
the bull point or chipping chisel the selector should be set to "hammer only"  When 
using drill bits the selector should be set to "hammer drill".  Bits should be wiped clean 
and a light coat of oil or grease applied to the shank before inserting in the tool.  Ensure 
the auxiliary handle is used and the user has firm footing and keeps the tool firmly 
against the work.  When complete the tool should be blown clean with compressed air 
and wiped down.  Any damaged bits should be removed from service. 
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Avon 3.80 Inflatable Rescue Boat 

 
The boat is stowed in compartment T-2 deflated and packed in a carry bag for 

rapid deployment.  The boat has a maximum capacity of 7 persons or 1430 lbs total. 
The boat weighs 170 lbs and caution should be exercised in removing it from the roof 
top area of the rescue.   When deploying on ice, ensure boat has attached tether lines 
for retrieval by shore crew. 

 

 
 
To prepare the boat for use: 

1.  Unpack the boat from its storage bag. 
2.  Unroll the boat fully. 
3.  Check each buoyancy chamber inflation port (front, 2 rear and keel/floor) to 

 ensure that the white plunger in the center of the valve is in the raised position.   
4.  Inflate the boat using the manual foot pump or SCBA adapter. Proper inflation 

 is achieved when air is heard leaking from the relief valves.  Each of the  
 buoyancy chambers has an inflation pressure of 4 psi. 

 
To restore the boat: 

1.  Clean and dry the boat thoroughly.  Soapy water should be used and a 
 petroleum based solvent may be used for stubborn marks. 

2.  Remove the caps from the buoyancy chamber inflation ports and depress and 
 turn the center white plunger to deflate. 

3.  Allow all air to escape, return the inflation valves to the inflate position (center 
 white plunger is raised) and roll the boat and place in the carry bag as shown in 
 the figure below. 
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Marsars Ice Rescue Safety Shuttle (Sled) 

 
The sled is designed to allow the rescuer to easily assist both active and passive 
victims.   
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Ice Rescue Tether Attachments 
 
The tether rope contains two spliced eyes in the working end of the rope.  Two general 
hook ups are made with this rope.  First, the rescuer is NOT using the Sled.  In this 
case the anchor end also has an eye and protrudes through the bottom of the rope bag. 
 This end should be pre connected to a webbing sling with a carabiner and stored in the 
ice anchor pocket. 
 

 
 

Tether Usage 

 
Anchor bag end to substantial object. 
Rescuer with Sling.  Attach Rescuer chest strap to end eye, attach sling to intermediate 
eye.  This allows victim to be pulled first and rescuer to assist out of hole. 
 
Rescuer with sled.  Attach end of rope to eye on underside of sled.  Rescuer attaches 
to Sled tether.  Sling is loose and attached to sled ring after being secured to victim. 
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Rescue Company Specialized PPE 

 

Stearns/Marsars Modified Ice Rescue Suit 
Only trained/authorized personnel may don the ice rescue suits (IRS).  The IRS 

are designed to provide thermal protection, buoyancy and freedom of movement.  The 
suits are designed to keep the rescuer dry and allow for complete immersion in near 
freezing waters.  Only personnel wearing these suits should be assigned to operate ON 
ice.  The suits have been modified to provide head lighting, ice picks and a rescue 
knife, and have an integral rescue harness for attachment to a shoreline anchor.  The 
suits have built in boots and gloves so no additional items are necessary when wearing 
these suits.    Donning method is illustrated below: 
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Suit Restoration 

 
After leaving the water, if at all possible leave the suit on.  Members wearing the suits 
will stay very warm and can be rinsed at the scene or transported back to the station 
with the suits on and then rinsed.  Clean the suit as much as possible while wearing it, 
then remove for drying.  The suit needs to be thoroughly dried before repacking. 
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Stearns Work Suits 
The Stearns Work Suits (SWS) are designed to provide thermal protection and some 
buoyancy for personnel working along the shoreline or in a boat.  The SWS are 
approved as a personal flotation device (PFD) and will provide protection if personnel 
inadvertently enter the water, although the wearer will not remain dry as with the 
Stearns IRS.  The SWS also has an inflatable head rest to assist in flotation while 
awaiting rescue.  The SWS will require the use of fire or other waterproof boots and 
separate water rescue gloves.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stearns Standard PFD - All Apparatus 
Minimum requirement for all personnel working within 10' of water edge.  Must be worn 
properly buckled and zippered for protection.   

 
Stearns Technical Level PFD - R-84 
Provides extra shock / trauma protection padding, additional pockets, leg straps and 
quick release tether.  May be used in place of Standard PFD but should not be used for 
technical level moving water rescue without training. 
 

 

 

 

http://www.diverescueintl.com/Assets/ProductImages/6250.jpg
http://www.diverescueintl.com/Assets/ProductImages/8085.jpg
http://www.diverescueintl.com/Assets/ProductImages/8085.jpg
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CMC Class III Fire Rescue Harness 
Required for technical high angle and ALL confined space operations.  Rescue rope 
connections at chest and waist.  Retrieval line connection at mid back. 
Proper use and fit is shown in picture below.   
 

 
 

 

Hazardous Materials Chemical Protective Clothing (CPC) 
The Rescue carries CPC kits for individual personnel.  The kits consist of a Tyvek F suit 
with hood and booties, green nitrile gloves, over boots and duct tape.  When used with 
SCBA these items can make up Level B haz mat equipment and should be used for 
emergency rescue or with a technician level haz mat team. 
 

 
 

http://www.cmcrescue.com/assets/dept_images/lg/202822-d.jpg
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Patient Packaging   

The Rescue Company must work with EMS to choose the proper packaging for the 
patient based on incident conditions.  Application of any of the patient packaging 
devices listed should be supervised by an EMT-B or above. The following factors will 
dictate the type of packaging device you may use:  

 Mechanism of injury—does the patient require spinal immobilization?  

 Severity of injury—does the patient require rapid extrication?  

 Access to the patient—can the rescuer access the patient easily?  

 Is more than one rescuer required? Any quality spinal immobilization requires 
two rescuers.  

 Is the victim injured? Scaffold workers frequently hang from safety lines after a 
scaffold failure, but they are not injured.  

 Is the victim wearing a harness? Some patients can assist in their rescue 

Long Spine Board 
Most rescue incidents will present us with a patient who has had some sort of trauma.  
The minimum packaging generally includes a cervical collar, long spine board and head 
blocks. 

 
Reeves Stretcher 
Reeves stretchers are useful in a number of situations where space is at a premium.  
Reeves are generally used in medical emergencies such as cardiac arrests.  They are 
similar to the SKED in terms of making a compact patient packing device, but the SKED 
is superior for technical rescue. 
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Stokes Basket 
The Stokes Basket provides extra protection for maneuvering a patient through a 
congested rescue scene or from an above or below grade position.  The Stokes is 
stored with a lowering bridle (rope laced down from top) and a 30' length of webbing at 
the foot for lashing.  Patients should secured to a long board when indicated and then 
strapped into the stokes. 

 
 

SKED Stretcher System 
The SKED stretcher is excellent for confined space and any situation where it may be 
necessary to slide the patient from point to point.  The long board used inside the 
stretcher provides additional patient protection. 
 

 
 

LSP Halfback 
The LSP is also an excellent packaging device for confined space or high angle 
emergencies.  It does not fully immobilize the spine, so a long board should be used as 
soon as it is practical to do so. 

 

http://www.skedco.com/public/images/products_original/civ_SK-200-OR.jpg
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Hypothermic Stabilization Bag 
Intended for ice rescue victims it is useful in any situation where a victim needs to be 
protected against hypothermia. 
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Fire Ground and Firefighter Rescue Ropes 
 

Life Saving or Roof Rope (carried on TL-84 and R-84) 
 

 Designed as a Rapid Deployment Rope 

 9/16” laid rope 9000 lb minimum breaking 
strength  

 Pre rigged edge protector 

 Uses 1 handed snap hooks for quick, positive 
connection 

 Can use anchor strap / Figure 8 / carabiner to 
lower or to anchor 

 Can use Gemtor harness to lower rescue 
firefighter 

 Can lower free end of rope to trapped 
firefighter for lowering 

 Can anchor at top and drop bag off to allow 
trapped firefighters below a bail out line 

 Fire / FAST Company rescue scenarios 
 

Search Rope  
 
• 200’ in company search bag 
• Snap hooks on ends 
• Company ID 
• 50’ on SCBA bag 
• 3/8” laid nylon  (hardware store rope)  
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Haulfast 
 

 
 

 Carried on both R-84 and TL-84  

 FAST Company  

 Simple 2:1 Mechanical advantage system. 

 Pulley must MOVE with load to provide advantage 

 End carabiner is anchored and rope is pulled from bag end. 

 For a ladder rescue, the top rung OVER the window is used as the anchor 

 The pulley is passed in the window to the victim 

 The remainder of the rope is dropped over the next rung and to the ground 

 Haul from between ladder and building 

To Victim 

75’ ½” Rescue Rope 

To Anchor Haul Line 
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Blackwood Rope System Components 

 
 Primary Haul System 

 Main Line Bag 

 Safety Line Bag 

 Standard Rope Bag 

 

Haulsafe Kit (R-84) 
 

 
 Primary mechanical advantage system. 

 Can be used horizontally or vertically 

 Works better horizontally on short runs 

 Can be piggybacked onto Main Line and ratcheted for long hauls 

 Stored with anchor sling and Gibbs ascender in place for rapid deployment 

Anchor strap and carabiner 

Gibbs ascender to 
piggyback system or 
external retrieval 

2 double haulsafe 
pulleys 4:1 MA 200’ 
rescue rope (50’ 
lift) 
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 Main Line (R-84) 

 
 

Provides equipment to: 

 Lower a victim or rescuer 

 Single or multi persons or lines 

 Establish a change of direction pulley 

 Provide a line to piggyback the haul safe 
o 200’ ½” rescue rope 
o Rack 
o Figure 8 
o 2 anchor straps 
o 3 carabiners 
o 1 pulley 

 

Pre tied figure 8 on a bight knot 
with carabiner for rescuer or 
victim 

Pulley, carabiner, webbing strap 
to set directional if required 

Figure 8, Rescue Rack for 
lowering or setting adjustable 
anchor. Carabiner and anchor 
strap  

300’ ½” rescue rope 
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Safety Line (R-84) 

 
 

 Provides equipment to: 

 Provide a safety line for lower or raise operations 

 Tandem prussic allows operation in “hands off” failure 
o 200 ½” rescue rope 
o 2 Pulleys 
o 2 anchor straps 
o 2 prussiks 
o 3 carabiners 

  

 

Tandem prussiks attached to line 
for braking 

Pre-tied figure 8 bight knot and 
carabiner for victim or rescuer 
safety 

Pulley, carabiner, webbing strap 
to anchor and operate system 

Pulley, carabiner, webbing strap 
to set directional if required 

200’ ½” rescue rope 
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Standard 3 bag set up shown in picture.  Safety / Belay at left (orange rope), Main line 
(blue) at right.  Haul system ready for piggy back in center. 
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Rigging Bag 

 
 

 Provides equipment to: 

 Set additional anchors 

 Set additional directional lines 

 Provide ancillary equipment for more advanced operations 

 Provide an auxiliary haul system as required. 
 

o Edge protection 
o 6’ anchor slings, heavy duty 
o 10’ anchor sling, heavy duty 
o 2 Omni slings 
o 2 rigging ropes 
o 2 double pulleys 
o 2 single pulleys 
o Gibbs ascenders 
o Carabiners 

 Webbing color code 
 25' Black (2 pieces)  

 20' Red (2 pieces)  

 15' Blue (2 pieces)  

 12' Yellow (2 pieces)  

 5' Green (2 pieces 
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Standard Rescue Rope 

2 on TL-84 

3 on R-84 

 
150', 200’ or 300 ½” Rope 
2 carabiners 
Figure 8 
Anchor strap 
 
Possible Uses 

 Adjustable Anchor 

 Safety Line 

 Retrieval line 

 Basic lowering device 

 Quick victim access or guideline 
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Rope Rescue 

 
We use the 4 main components as described above: 

 
The haul system.  We use a standard 4:1 haul system which is packaged with 
300’ of rope, an anchor strap and Gibbs ascender. 
 
The main line.  200’ of rope packaged with anchor straps and carabiners, a 
figure 8 for lowering or adjustable anchoring or taking up slack when piggy 
backing the haul system to the main line.  The main line also contains an extra 
strap, carabiner and pulley for setting a directional. 
 
The safety line.  200’ of rope packaged with anchor straps and carabiners, 
prussik minding pulley and tandem prussiks for a belay system.  The safety line 
also contains an extra strap, carabiner and pulley for setting a directional. 
 
The standard rope bag. 300' or 200’ of rope packaged with anchor strap, 
carabiners and a figure 8.  Can be used for lowering, piggy backed off of haul 
system or a safety or edge protection line. 

 

Low Angle Rope Rescue Indicators 
 
Most of the rescue load weight is carried by the ground. 
 
Slope too steep to ascend or descend without assistance. 
 
Slope with environmental conditions (rain, mud, snow), obstructions or terrain that 
would jeopardize victims or rescuers.  In most cases the members’ Gemtor Class II 
harness and standard firefighting PPE, with glasses and rescue gloves provide 
sufficient personal protection for a low angle rescue.  Rescue helmets, goggles and 
head lights are available as required. 
 

Basic Actions 
Following the Phases of Rescue:  
 
Size up and hazard control would include: 

 Identifying the need for rope assistance 

 Locating a secure anchor which provides access to the victim 

 Ensuring anchoring and access activities do not endanger the victim with falling 
objects . 

 
Access to patient for EMS includes: 
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 Identifying basic equipment required for initial treatment 

 Identifying qualified and prepared EMS providers to make access 

 Establishing the safest most basic system to quickly get EMS to the victim. 

 In many cases involves a single rope, securely anchored and tossed down the 
slope to act as a guide for initial access and then used to extricate victim.  May 
require rappelling or lowering if steep enough. 

 
Assessment and Immediate Care 

 Added importance in rope rescue because it will dictate the method used for 
removal / extrication. 

 All crews should monitor activities and anticipate in advance additional 
equipment which will or may be required. 

 
Disentanglement 

 In rope rescue this may involve clearing brush / trees or other obstructions 
 
Patient Packaging and Treatment 

 Patients are generally secured in a stokes basket, sked or similar device 
depending on injuries. 

 Crews on the top should be developing a rescue system to remove the victim 
and crew. 

 
Removal and Treatment 

 The patient may be assisted to the surface level. 

 May be carried or raised using rope rescue systems 

 Rescuers should use a rope system as a safety if a slip or fall could cause 
additional injuries. 

 Rescuers should be raised using a haul system if climbing is difficult or 
dangerous without assistance. 

 Turnover to EMS including all assessment results, treatment given and patient 
packaging. 

 
Post Rescue / Equipment Servicing 

 Recover all equipment from rescue site 

 Demobilize scene in reverse order 

 Last rescuer up would use initial “guide line” which would then be recovered. 

 Equipment must be cleaned, inspected and repackaged 
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High Angle Rescue - General indicator is that the entire load is supported by the 
rescue system. 
 
Size Up and Hazard Control: 
 

Determine safest access route to the victim 

 Through interior of building using steps to windows or roof 

 Use of the tower ladder directly to or adjacent to the victim 

 Use of ground ladders directly to or adjacent to the victim 

 Lowering a rescuer from a high vantage point 

 Rescuer rappelling from a high vantage point 

 Rescuer free climbing on the involved structure to the victim. 
 

Determine whether the victim needs to be raised or lowered.  What is the path to EMS 
treatment whether moved up or down?  Is there a clear landing zone?     
 
Assess Anchors 

Establish one anchor system which will support main and belay rigging 
 

Establish separate anchor systems for main and belay rigging. 
 
In either case anchors must be relatively close to each other and in line with the 
objective or made in line using directional pulleys.  

 
Basic PPE should include Class III harness, rescue helmet, rescue gloves, glasses or 
goggles and rescue headlight as required. 
 
Always rig main and back up lines 
 
When a person is on the line they should also be on the back up line (tandem prussik) 
 
Immediate Access for EMS 
As above, firefighters may initiate care 
Estimated removal time or special circumstances may dictate that EMS is brought to 
the victim. 
 
Patient Packaging and Treatment 

 Consider entire route before choosing transport device and method 

 Consider injuries and medical conditions and treatments under way. 

 Choose stokes, sked, LSP, harness  

 Choose horizontal or vertical orientation 
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Disentanglement 

 Discuss hand signs and voice commands with haul / lower team, patient 
attendants and line tenders. 

 Know who is watching load and responsible for movement 

 Everyone can say STOP 

 One person gives movement commands. 

 Removal and Treatment 
 
Post Rescue / Equipment Servicing 

 Clean and inspect all equipment 

 Bag equipment in correct locations 

 Rig up pre rigged equipment, re tie all knots 
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Confined Space Rescue 
Rescue 84 is an operational only resource for confined space rescue.  This means we 
can only operate in spaces accessible while properly wearing SCBA.  Rescue 82 is the 
technical confined space rescue for the Township.  Rescue 13 and Camden Rescue 1 
will also be dispatched on Confined Space Rescue assignments. 
 
A confined space is defined as: 

 A space with limited means of access / egress AND 

 A space that can be bodily entered for work AND  

 A space NOT designed for human occupancy. 
 
At the Operational Level rescue situations must meet the following criteria: 
 

 The internal configuration of the space is clear and unobstructed so retrieval 
systems can be utilized for rescuers without possibility of entanglement. 

 

 The victim can be easily seen from the outside of the space's primary access 
opening. 

 

 Rescuers can pass easily through the access/egress opening(s) with room to 
spare when PPE is worn in the manner recommended by the manufacturer. 

 

 The space can accommodate two or more rescuers in addition to the victim. 
 

 All hazards in and around the confined space have been identified, isolated, and 
controlled. 

 
Initial Fire Department Actions 
 

 Scene Size Up 

 Perform Lock Out Tag Out / Hazard Control 

 Perform Continuous Air Monitoring 

 Perform Ventilation 

 Prepare entrants and back ups in Class III harnesses and SCBA (depending on 
air monitoring) 

 Prepare Retrieval Lines 

 Prepare Patient Packaging System (SKED, LSP) 

 Prepare Haul systems 

 Utilize Ladders, overhead beams, tower ladder for high points 
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Structural Collapse Operations 
 
Rescue 84 is only equipped for light duty structural collapse.  Standard equipment such 
as air bags, jacks, power saws, hand tools, rotary hammer, etc.. are suitable for use in 
light weight frame or light weight metal building construction.  Technical rescue  / USAR 
resources will be required on structural collapses with entrapment. 
 
Initial Fire Department Operations 
 

 Isolate the area 

 Perform a 360 size up 

 Secure all utilities / Notify utilities 

 Prepare for firefighting 
o Tower Ladder in position 
o Water Supply established 

 Triage / treat victims 

 Remove surface level and lightly trapped victims 

 Identify more seriously trapped victims 
 
Phases of Building Collapse Rescue 
 

 Size Up / Recon 

 Surface victim rescue 

 Void exploration* 

 Selected debris removal* 

 General debris removal* 
 
* Technician Level / USAR Actions 
 
Maintain open access to the scene to allow for larger technical level apparatus, cranes 
and other construction equipment as necessary. 
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Rescue 84 Rope Chart 

Rope Type / Use Bag 

Description 

Dia Material / Construction / 

Color/Strength 

Ft Packing Guide Inspect/Remove from 

Service 

Life Saving Roof 
Rope 

White w/Red 
Letters 

9/16” 707 Nylon Laid Rope (White) 
600 lbs working / 9000 breaking 

150’ Rope pad on top 3’ of rope, snap 
hook through top of bag.  Place 
anchor and Fig 8 on top. 

Inspect Monthly and after 
use.  Repack quarterly. 
Retire after: 

 Vertical Rescue 
use with 2 
persons.   

 Shock loading  

 Signs of cutting, 
burns or chemical 
damage  

 Any loss of 
confidence  

Life Safety Rope Orange, - 
Standard 
Rope 
 
Blue - Main 
Line Bag 
 
Red,- Safety 
Line Bag 
 

½” Nylon Static Kernmantle (Various 
Bright)  
600 lbs working / 9000 breaking 

125’ – 
300’ 
 

Do not place bottom end through 
grommet.  Pack with Figure 8 bend 
and carabiner on end of rope (re-
tie after use) 

Utility Rope Black ½” Nylon Static Kernmantle (Various with 
Black Ends) 9000 breaking (when 
new) 

50’ - 
100’ 

Do not place bottom end through 
grommet on bottom of bag 

Retire if cut, burned or 
showing signs of severe 
abrasion or chemical 
damage 

Search Rope Yellow Vinyl 5/16” Nylon Laid Rope (White) 200’ Secure bottom snap hook in bag.  
Pack with end through top hole 
and secured. 

Retire if cut, burned or 
showing signs of severe 
abrasion or chemical 
damage SCBA Ropes Black ¼” Nylon Laid Rope (White) 50’ Secure bottom snap hook to pack. 

Stuff rope in and secure top hook 
in accessible spot. 

Water Rescue 
Throw Bags 

Yellow Mesh 
“WATER 
RESCUE” 

5/16” Polyproplyene (floating) Kernmantle 
(Yellow/Black) / 2000 lbs. 

70’ Pack with Orange ball on top.  Retire if cut or damaged 
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Rope Type / 

Use 

Bag 

Description 

Dia Material / Construction / 

Color/Strength 

Ft Packing Guide Inspect/Remove from 

Service 

Water Rescue 
Tether 

Yellow Mesh 
“WATER 
RESCUE” 

3/8” Poly hollow braded (Orange) / 
3240 lbs. 

150’ Pack with single eye end through 
bottom grommet and place in side 
pocket with carabiner and strap. 
Double eye end has 1 carabiner. 

  Retire if cut or 
damaged 
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Rescue 84 Rigging Chart 

Item Identification Safe Working 

Load Limit 

(SWLL) 

Breaking 

Strength 

Application Caution 

3/8 Chain Grade 70 Gold / Red Hook 6600 lbs 26400 lbs Attach / Secure Load No suspended load 

5/16 Chain SLING Gold / Green 

Hook 

4700 lbs 18800 lbs Equally distribute 

load 

No suspended load 

– Load both legs 

5/16 Chain Sling 

Short with J Hook 

Gold w/ large J 

Hook 

4700 lbs 18800 lbs Equally distribute 

load 

No suspended load 

– Use caution 

loading J hooks 

3/8 Chain Saddle 

Sling 

Steel oval link 

with chain slot 

8800 lbs 35000 lbs Chain attachment / 

adjuster 

Use with 3/8 chain 

only as attachment 

point 

3/8 Chain Grade 80 Black Chain 7100 lbs 28400 lbs Paratech / Rescue 

Use 

OK for overhead 

suspended load 

5/8” Wire Rope Griphoist 8000 lbs 40000 lbs Griphoist  

3/8” Wire Rope 

6x26  

Rescue Winch 

 

? 15,100 lbs Rescue Winch Use doubled with 

snatch block when 

possible 

7/8” Screw Pin 

Shackle 

Red Pin / 

Galvanized 

Shackle 

13000 26000 Attachment for 

Slings / Chain / 

Griphoist 

Anti seize on 

threads, load hook 

on pin, slings on 

shackle portion. 

Snatch Block 5/8 Orange Hook 13000  Griphoist Cable  

Snatch Block 3/8 Red Block   Winch Cable  

Endless Sling Green Twin-path 

8 / 12 / 20’ 

7200 - Choker 

9000 - Vertical 

18000 - Basket 

5:1 Rigging for come 

along, winch, grip 

hoist 

Watch for sharp or 

hot surfaces 



 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Vehicle Weight Chart 
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